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Komplete 9 also features a multitude of synthesis possibilities. From lush
lush pads to powerful pads to stabby bass, and moving forward with pitch
and modulation control, to sweet analog-style leads, and organic synth
sounds, there are a full set of tools for you to get a wide array of sounds.
Featuring a powerful chromatic basses engine, plus a collection of filters
for an incredible range of sound possibilities, Kontakt 5 is a set of plug-ins
that will surely be the best in the industry. Comprised of one kick drum
engine, bass synth, basses, modulations, effects, multisampled acoustic
guitar, guitar and acoustic piano, and a set of gorgeous synth presets,
Guitar Rig 5 Pro is also an excellent choice when producers are on the go
and need a great guitar sound right away. Take note that this is an
acoustic guitar powered by Komplete's large collection of synth and synth
presets. Reaktor 5 is the brand new generation of NI's award winning
modular synthesizer, Reaktor, which is now gaining worldwide popularity.
Based on the most advanced hardware synthesis technology, it's loaded
with a huge range of functions, including the world's largest variety of
synthesis devices and synthesizers. Solid Mix includes many new and
powerful instruments and effects, such as FM8, The Producer, and ReWire.
NI's most anticipated new instrument, Prism, is a powerhouse of a
synthesizer, boasting incredibly powerful and versatile synthesis options.
From orchestral pads and grand piano, modulated sound to gutsy full-
throttle rhythms and everything in between, this deep and expansive new
instrument has all of the tools a modern producer requires. Solid Mix
includes many new and powerful instruments and effects, such as The
Producer, DeEQ, and Traktor 12. Solid is a new mode optimized for a wide
range of sounds, to meet any musical need.
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the accompanying sine-like oscillator, the quantum x, is an attack/hold
envelope shaper with adsr, sidechain, and sweeping resonance options
and up to 256 different preset filters, as well as an on-board multi-pitch

envelope. if you want to dive deeper into the library, you can expand into
the 6,000+ samples of the quantum instrument, including the quantum
series analog synthesizers, quantum arpeggiator, quantum sequencer,

and the quantum x oscillator. the hardest synth to get into is the access
arp, which uses the kontakt synth engine to create its classic arp sampler

workflow. there's even a kontakt version of the kontakt synth engine,
which allows you to create your own arpeggiator, gate, delays, and

modulation effects. the synthi, meanwhile, is a 1.7 gb library of presets
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for kontakt 5 - over 40,000 one-liners to choose from and they were
created using five different oscillators, a 4-filter amp model, three multi-

effect units, two impulse engines, and an fx rack. last but not least, for old-
school sampling aficionados, the soundfont is a brainchild of legendary

sampler engineer jürgen helming, and includes the j-hp sample
production synth and tools, and the legendary chords library. still not

enough? the synergy collection of world-class synths, drum machines and
samplers is also available in the free komplete jupitorium v collection. the

taurus live sets are a collection of four equaliser presets for the new
komplete 10 version of the live effects processor. the presets were

created by ni's own jesper kyd, who has worked with and designed many
of the company's top products. 5ec8ef588b
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